
May Might

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I think you _____________ me all the same.1. (tell)might tell

_________________________ to be and do now, Susan says, if he had
but the knowledge that every man may be said to have the right to be
possessed of?

2.

(what/he/not/hope/?)

What might he not hope

A flood will destroy our enemy, but I am not sure that it
__________________ us too.
3.

(not/destroy)may not destroy

And of course, he ___________ out.4. (be)might be

We __________ this better by an example.5. (see)may see

The busy city world _______________ the signs of progress.6. (not/note)may not note

No, change that line, you _______________ it but you'll respect it.7.
(not/like)

may not like

The heat in the oven _________ intense.8. (be)may be

Pause to wonder if it _______________ better to make a man happy rather
than to live alone, even if one were not really in love?
9.

(not/be)
might not be

But then, I _________ mistaken.10. (be)may be

She is very fond of Paris, and I think would rather stay here than
anywhere else; so we _______________ away until spring.
11.

(not/come)may not come

Guards were stationed at important points in the city, that their victims
___________________.
12.

(not/escape)might not escape

But it __________________ us in the gale.13. (past/pass)may have passed

If I lend money to a man, I like to know whether he's going to pay it back; I
_______________ whether he does or not, but I like to know.
14.

(not/care)may not care

It _____________ to you or happen to me.15. (happen)may happen
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___________________ an impostor, hired by his enemies?16.
(she/not/be/?)

Might she not be

Thus they _______________ the fire a little.17. (divert)might divert

In London, and I ___________ to Paris, after the show opens.18. (go)might go

If one of these people can trust himself in the forest,
___________________ so?
19.

(why/I/not/do/?)why may I not do

He _________________ wrong hands, you know.20. (get into)might get into
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